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    Continuous Intelligence empowers businesses with 'always-on' situational awareness and operational 
responsiveness. Understanding data in the moment—and in context—is the key to unlocking continuous 
insights. Yet many organizations today struggle to obtain meaningful, contextual insights in a timely 
manner. The fundamental challenge is that most of our modern, enterprise-scale software is not 
designed to generate insights continuously. Instead of routing data through multiple layovers as it 
travels cross-enterprise, a non-stop approach is needed that can compute insights on-the-fly. Enter Web 
Agents: a software architecture designed to derive insights from data in-motion, providing an elegant 
solution for achieving real-time situational awareness.

Web Agents are self-contained distributed objects that compute data at the speed of change. Each Web 
Agent manages its own persistent state, and continuously streams the latest results of internal 
computations to interested observers. Web Agent computations range from simple transformations and 
aggregations to advanced analytics and machine learning. What's more, millions of Web Agents, each 
acting on behalf of a unique, granular entity, can be dynamically woven together into a real-time web, 
processing massive amounts of streaming and stationary data to faithfully model large-scale complex 
systems. Web Agents tasked with answering business-critical questions continuously compute their own 
contextual KPIs, proactively inform users about what they need to know, when they need to know it—and 
even take autonomous remediating action, when appropriate—without the user even having to know to 
ask. All in real-time.

This Guide explores the important role Web Agents play in Continuous Intelligence solutions through 
the 4 C’s: Considerations, Characteristics, Conventions, and Composition. It begins with an overview of 
the software architecture, and identifies where best to apply Web Agents in a solution. Next, it defines 
the core characteristics that distinguish Web Agents from concepts like Digital Twins. Finally, it concludes 
with a deeper technical understanding of how Web Agents work and are composed to create applications 
and solutions that deliver continuous intelligence.
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    Over the last 30 years, most of the development in software technology has been in 
support of a single, best practice for data management. This approach begins by moving 
data to a central location, storing it in a database, and then either executing queries and 
compute tasks against that stored data. Solutions therefore consist of multiple  layers of 
technology, each addressing a different aspect of data processing spread across several 
“stages" in a pipeline”, necessitating deep levels of integration. While it’s a proven approach, 
it generally requires businesses to make tradeoffs that sacrifice latency and performance in 
exchange for using familiar technology building blocks.

Web Agents breathe new life into proven, but underutilized software concepts, such as 
distributed objects, and the idea of a world wide web of hyperlinked resources. Distributed 
objects was the principle driver behind Alan Kay's invention of object-oriented programming 
in the 1960's. The need to scale stateless content on the World Wide Web exceeded the 
limitations of 1990's-era distributed object systems, causing them to fall out of favor. But 
the world has changed significantly since the inception of the Web. No longer just a global 
library of static documents, modern applications go to great lengths to circumvent the 
limitations imposed by the stateless nature of the Web.

Web Agents lift the founding limitations of the Web by incorporating aspects of distributed 
objects, with processing principles of actor systems, the robustness of streaming cache 
coherency to maintain real-time distributed consistency, and the fabric of a world wide web 
to facilitate open interoperability. These enhancements to well-established methodologies 
lead to a single software architecture that delivers the same performance, scalability and 
accessibility of information that we expect from modern web-scale systems.

Store Analyze Act

Analyze Act Store

This approach works well when data rates are slow, data volumes are relatively inexpensive 
to store, decision timeframes take longer than processing delays, or when regulatory 
compliance requires auditable long term storage. These used to be safe, universal 
assumptions. But technology, businesses, and customer expectations are all evolving at an 
accelerated pace, driven by an increasing number of scenarios where the ability to derive 
real-time insights from high volumes of streaming data is needed to inform critical business 
decisions.

Business requirements dictate data architectures. Data architectures, in turn, should strive 
to not overly constrain business objectives. The frequent database round trips endemic to 
traditional data architectures impose strict latency and context-sensitivity constraints on 
business requirements. When latency and situational awareness factor heavily into business 
decisions, a data architecture optimized for continuous correlated analysis of constantly 
changing data may prove a more capable fit over traditional ‘store-then-analyze’ 
approaches. Web Agents provide just such an architecture. The old principle “form follows 
function” should guide the decision to match software technologies to the business 
problems at hand.
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Distributed software architectures typically build upon two disjoint sets of models: data 
models, and processing models. Data models can be further broken down by kind, 
including: entity-relational models, as found in relational databases; structured data 
models, as used by NoSQL databases; and unstructured data, like text and images. 
Distributed systems tend to process the state of entities represented by these data models 
either in batches, or as event streams.

The traditional separation of state and processing creates a challenge for continuous 
intelligence; it often takes significantly longer to move data between software components 
than it takes to actually process the data. Unifying state and processing together can 
increase performance, decrease latency, improve developer productivity, lower integration 
complexity, enable deployment flexibility, and enhance application composability.

Architectures that combine some aspects of state representation, with some aspects of data 
processing, have advanced the state of the art in recent years. But these recently trending 
architectures tend to be only superficially integrated—they present a uniform façade to an 
internally federated system—and therefore do not deliver the majority of the benefits 
afforded by a truly integrated data+processing system.

Digital Twins bundle a device-oriented data model with a device communication 
mechanism, usually taking the form of a Web Service wrapped around a database and a 
message broker. Digital Twins can play an important role in securing and managing access 
to connected devices. But because they lack non-device context, modelling, and compute 
capabilities, Digital Twins cannot by themselves provide continuous intelligence into the 
meaning of the data they model.

Actor Models have been combining state and sequential processing since the early 1970's. 
Although highly reliable, Actor Systems can be difficult to scale. Dependence on external 
databases for persistence often precludes Actors from operating on larger datasets than fit 
in memory. And reliance on message queuing—with the ever-present problem of buffer 
bloat it poses—limits the ability of Actors to dynamically compose together and flexibly 
adapt their behavior to meet ever-changing business needs.

Architectural Approaches
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Web Agents unify state, compute, persistence, and messaging into a single, vertically 
integrated data+processing architecture. Designed from first principles to leverage the 
scalability of the World Wide Web, the autonomy of the Actor Model, the elegance of 
Distributed Objects, and the connectivity of Digital Twins, Web Agents reset the complexity 
and capability equation for large scale distributed systems. Freed from the bottlenecks and 
restrictions imposed by legacy architectures, Web Agents enable a new generation of 
continuous intelligence applications.
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Compute (Stateful)

Messaging (Streaming)
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Web Agent
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Actor Model
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State (Internal)

Compute (Stateful)

Messaging (Buffered)
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Delivering contextual insights at the speed of change requires stateful compute, real-time 
messaging, and integrated persistence. The importance of these characteristics—and the 
way in Web Agents intrinsically manifest them—is discussed in detail below. 
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Web Agents preserve their data and compute context locally between operations—this is 
what it means to be stateful. By optimizing for data locality, Web Agents spend more time 
computing, and less time waiting on database round-trips. Statefulness reduces processing 
latency, increases system throughput, and improves resilience through self-sufficient 
operation. Web Agents keep everything they need to do their jobs as state, including such 
data as recent history, real-time status of related entities, and partial computation products 
to facilitate fast re-evaluation of analytics.

Web Agents run general purpose compute processes. Unlike Web Services, which only 
execute business logic on request, and unlike Job Managers, which confine compute to a 
periodic schedule, Web Agents run forever (or until you ask them to stop, whichever comes 
first). Billions of distinct Web Agents—each acting on behalf of a particular entity—can run 
in parallel on distributed compute clusters, with each cluster member able to execute tens 
of millions of Web Agents concurrently.

The kinds of compute tasks Web Agents can perform runs the gamut, from executing 
context-sensitive business logic in response to events, to communicating with external 
message brokers and databases engines to feed Web Agents with data, to incrementally 
updating billion element map-reduce functions in real-time, to continuously re-evaluating 
complex machine learning models whenever any input data changes.

We live in a Big Data world. And continuous intelligence applications need fast access to 
more data than may fit into memory. CPUs can execute billions of instructions in the time it 
takes for a single network operation to complete. So it's important when offloading main 
memory to persist data locally, where it can later be accessed without requiring a network 
round-trip. Web Agents use built-in persistent software transactional memory to 
transparently commit Web Agent state to disk, and to intelligently manage the in-memory 
working set, out-of-band from the critical performance path. Not depending on disk I/O to 
maintain consistency enables Web Agents to easily scale to millions of atomic read-modify-
write operations per second.

Local persistence does not preclude highly available operation. Web Agents can eagerly 
replicate their state to redundant cluster members, and failover compute operations to 
those replicated members in a similar fashion to a highly available database. The atomicity 
of Web Agents means they do not depend on replication acknowledgements to maintain 
consistency either, facilitating linear scalability of the entire software stack.
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Entities have relationships. Unlike databases, which simply model relationships, Web Agents 
actively communicate with other related Web Agents. This communication happens in a 
special way: Rather than sending each other sequential messages, Web Agents prefer to 
observe changes to remote Web Agents' state in a cache coherent manner. Generating 
cache coherence messages implicitly, instead of sending messages explicitly, allows Web 
Agents to dynamically optimize their utilization of the network to reduce congestion and 
avoid buffer bloat. And the inversion of control created by the observer approach lets 
continuous intelligence applications seamlessly and dynamically compose together, with 
minimal impact on performance and latency.

These characteristics—stateful compute, local persistence, and implicit messaging—
represent the core tenets necessary to build continuous intelligence applications that 
perform at scale, and operate in real-time. Applying a standard set of conventions—
discussed next—to the holistic design and development of Web Agents, makes achieving 
continuous intelligence outcomes straightforward and accessible.

Messaging

    Every complex system is built out of simpler parts. Well established conventions help 
ensure that disparate parts will fit together to form a cohesive whole. When thinking about 
conventions, it's important to consider what are the primitives, what are the means of 
combination, and what are the means of abstraction. Only with simple primitives, efficient 
means of combination, and clean means of abstraction, can continuous intelligence 
solutions be built, maintained, and evolve quickly and effectively.

Web Agents make use of two primitive concepts: agents and lanes; one flexible means of 
combination: bidirectional streaming links; and two powerful means of abstraction: traits 
and planes. These simple conventions are sufficient to architect massively scalable, highly 
composable continuous intelligence applications. And as we'll discuss, they map directly to 
concepts already intimately familiar to every software developer and architect.
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If a Web Agent is like a location agnostic, hyper-virtualized logical container, an Agent is a 
general purpose software program that executes inside the container. Many Agent 
programs can be run concurrently within a given Web Agent, imbuing it with domain-specific 
behaviors. Millions of fine-grained Web Agent containers—each acting on behalf of a 
particular entity—can be executed in parallel on a commodity machine. And many machines 
can be clustered together to efficiently scale out an unbounded number of intelligent Web 
Agents. In addition to scaling up and out to large centralized server clusters, the fact that 
each individual Web Agent is small and self-sufficient enables simultaneous scaling down 
and out to dispersed edge computing environments.

To support location independence, Web Agents are addressed by universal addresses 
(URIs), just like Web Pages. Universal addressability lets any Web Agent communicate with 
any other Web Agent without having to know where it runs. And where any given Web Agent 
runs can change dynamically, thanks to vertical integration of the stack, and strong 
encapsulation of agent state.

Agent Comparisons:

Object

Actor

Process

Web Resource

Universal
Address

Compute
Processes

warp://a.com/entity/:id

Agent
Program

Agent
Program

Web Agent (Container)

For a software program to be useful, it needs to expose an interface to the outside world. 
Ordinary operating systems process read and write data from files, and communicate 
interactively via sockets—which are also represented by files. Web Agents store data, and 
stream changes, via Lanes. Lanes are like a sandboxed filesystem owned by a Web Agent. 
Each Web Agent's lanes are persisted locally wherever a Web Agent is running, and are 
relocated together when a Web Agent moves.

Lanes are precisely and consistently observable—both locally by Agent programs running 
inside the Web Agent container, and remotely by other Web Agents and API clients. 
Consistent observability enables swarms of inter-linked Web Agents to act coherently on 
continuously changing state—the essence of continuous intelligence. And the precision with 
which lane state is synchronized—via multiplexed streaming APIs—reduces redundant 
network communication between components by publishing specific changes to interested 
clients at an adaptive rate and prioritization of the client's choosing.

Agents

Lanes
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warp://a.com/entity/:id Lane Comparisons:

Instance Variable

Actor Mailbox

File

Method

Observable State

Agent
Program

Lane1
Lane2

Agent
Program

Web Agent (Container)

The Lanes of a Web Agent are the Web Agent's API. Many different Agent programs can 
produce and consume the same conventionally named lanes, decoupling the interface of a 
Web Agent from its implementation. Web Agents can implement many different versions of 
many different interfaces simultaneously, facilitating flexible and efficient versioning. And 
Web Agents can be made polymorphic by dynamically changing the set of programs running 
in each individual Web Agent based on the state of the data in its lanes.
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Lanes make a Web Agent observ-able. But how does one actually go about observ-ing the 
lanes of a Web Agent? Enter Links. A Link represents a subscription/reference/relation to a 
particular Lane, of a particular Web Agent. Unlike hyperlinks between traditional Web 
Resources, which declare a passive relationship between documents, links between Web 
Agents actively synchronize state between agents.

warp://a.com/entity/a

Agent
Program

Lane1
Lane2

Agent
Program

warp://a.com/entity/b Link Comparisons:

Pointer/Reference

Message Topic

File Handle

Request

Streaming Link

Agent
Program

Lane1
Lane2

Agent
Program

Web Agent A Web Agent B

Because of their granular nature, Web Agents tend to form massive webs of point-to-point 
streaming links, rather than the small number of firehose subscriptions typical of brokered 
systems. All links between a set of Web Agents running on one machine, and another set of 
Web Agents running on some other machine, are efficiently multiplexed over a single 
network connection, enabling precise, buffer-bloat free, end-to-end backpressure 
modulation not possible when funneling through a broker.

Links
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Web Agent architectures apply traditional object-oriented design patterns familiar to most 
developers. Programming Web Agents feels like programming elementary non-distributed 
software—many of the complex asynchronous patterns needed to work around the 
limitations of stateless systems just aren't required when using Web Agents.

But all the principles of good software engineering still apply. Design each Web Agent to 
accomplish a focused task over a granular scope. Compose complex aggregate Web Agents 
by joining together simpler agents. When it comes to Web Agents, the more the merrier. 
Increasing the number of Web Agents increases parallelism and distributability, with 
relatively low overhead. Define robust interfaces for Web Agents so that new layers of 
agents can be added later without having to modify the base layers. The P2P nature of Web 
Agent communication means that more data can be exposed in Web Agent lanes than could 
ever possibly be streaming to a broker—there's little-to-no cost to having unused/
underused APIs. Plan for change. And don't be afraid to try things previously thought 
infeasible with traditional approaches.

Composition

Web Agents themselves may be location agnostic. But they still need to run somewhere. The 
unit of deployment for a logically grouped set of Web Agents is called a Plane. Web Agent 
Planes are a purely organizational and operational concept. A Web Agent can link to another 
Web Agent running outside its own plane just as easily as it can link to agents running in the 
same plane. In fact, Web Agents generally pay no attention to the particulars of the Plane in 
which they run.

The job of a Plane is to manage the lifecycle, distribution, and load balancing of Web Agents 
running on some compute infrastructure, and to provision and control access to those Web 
Agents. Specifically, a Web Agent Plane is a self-sufficient server program that runs on each 
machine in a designated compute environment that is capable of hosting some number of 
Web Agents. These ordinary OS processes cluster together to form a homogenized 
distributed compute fabric in which Web Agents can execute.

Think of a Plane kind of like a higher order distributed operating system for running Web 
Agents. Although it's an inherently distributed system, with no central management node, 
Web Agent Planes are nonetheless conveniently interfaced with and managed as a unit. 
Every compute node exposes controlled access to every Web Agent running in the entire 
Plane–not just to the Web Agents running on a particular endpoint. This uniformity of access 
to Web Agents within a homogeneously DNS-named and load-balanced compute cluster, 
regardless of on which machine any given Web Agent runs, is what reifies Web Agents' 
location agnosticism.
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warp://a.com/entity/c

Agent
Program
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Web Agent CPlane X

Beyond just rudimentary operational concerns, Web Agent Planes also provide a 
microservices-esque mechanism by which to break down complex stateful services into 
loosely coupled, functionally distinct—and independently developed—macro components. 
Service-Oriented Architectures (SOAs) can be made radically more efficient - and 
composable-without-compromise - by building stateful, vertically integrated services, with 
cache coherent streaming APIs, that easily compose with minimal latency, and maximum 
consistency.

One enterprise team might develop and operate a core data plane that continuously models 
the real-time, contextual state of complex business systems, statefully integrating data from 
multiple disparate streaming, relational, and big data sources. The efficiency of Lanes 
facilitates comprehensive modeling of all aspects of the underlying system, even if it's 
initially unknown which data will be most important—there's little cost for Lanes that don't 
end up getting used. And the vertically integrated nature of Web Agents allows the data 
plane to be dynamically located as close to the data source as possible, whether at the 
edge, in the cloud, or everywhere in-between.

On top of this core data plane, other enterprise teams might develop real-time analytical 
planes that continuously observe the state of Web Agents in the data plane, and 
incrementally update KPIs and other analytics as the data changes - thereby delivering 
continuous intelligence. The precise, point-to-point nature of links between stateful Web 
Agents allows these analytics to operate at the ping latency of the network. Even when such 
low latency is not strictly required, processing quickly enables more computations to be 
performed on the same set of hardware resources than can be performed by slower 
software architectures.
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With continuous intelligence in place, enterprises can implement stateful control planes that 
act on the outputs of analytical Web Agents in real-time, automating business processes, or 
even actuating control of physical systems in the real-world. All with minimal integration 
complexity, minimal infrastructure, minimal development time, and maximum security, 
thanks to the unique, highly composable, vertically integrated architecture of Web Agents.

Web Agents offer a more efficient approach to gaining insights from continuous intelligence 
solutions when considering the traditional pitfalls that come with integrating modern 
software technologies. They differ from Digital Twins by inheriting a broader set of 
characteristics and conventions to immediately deliver insights on enormous volumes of 
real-time streaming data. The result is a self-contained, programmable distributed object 
model that can be composed into complex solutions without sacrificing the scalability, 
performance, and consistency expected from today’s modern, internet-based application 
solutions.

For technical details on how Swim has implemented Web Agents, please refer to our 
Documentation for Developers. An open source implementation of Web Agents is also 
available on GitHub under SwimOS, along with accompanying cookbooks and tutorials.

Swim offers Swim Continuum, the first open core, enterprise-grade platform for building, managing and 

operating continuous intelligence applications on-premises, in the cloud or at the edge. It provides businesses 

with complete situational awareness and operational decision support at every moment. Built upon the open 

source SwimOS core, Swim Continuum provides unprecedented performance and efficiency for 

operationalizing high-frequency, contextual data analytics and real-time visualizations of massive amounts of 

streaming and batch data. Its single, production-ready platform monitors and manages all Swim operations, 

creates engaging, connected user experiences and seamlessly interoperates with existing enterprise systems. 

For more information, visit www.swim.ai and follow us on Twitter @swim.

Copyright © 2020 by Swim.ai, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Swim.ai, SwimOS, Swim Continuum and the Swim logo 

are trademarks or registered trademarks of Swim.ai, Inc. and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and worldwide. All 

other product names, logos, and brands are the property of their respective owners.
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